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A heterogeneous vintage with investment gems to be found
In banal terms, I like this vintage. I am not saying it is
“ the
best, but they were mostly a pleasure to taste and
fascinating to learn about.
”
Neal Martin, Vinous

are singularities and sometimes pockets of
“ There
extraordinary wines that certainly should not be
dismissed or missed by wine lovers. And there are a
few estates that produced wines equal to or better than
their 2015s, with particular reference to vineyards in
Saint-Estephe and Pauillac..

of 2017 is much better than most
“ The qualitypeople
might expect...
The 2017 vintage underlines that vintage
variations among the top wines of Bordeaux
— like most key wine regions in the world —
are much less than in the past.

”

James Suckling, JamesSuckling.com

”

Lisa Perrotti-Brown, The Wine Advocate

Whilst the quotes above from top critics don’t perhaps echo the unfettered
acclaim lavished upon the preceeding two vintages, they do drive home the
most important point about 2017 as a Bordeaux vintage: yes there was frost, but
it didn’t prevent the best estates from producing excellent wines. Neal Martin
describes the April frost as blue-blooded as it avoided the most highly-prized
estates on both the left and right banks, allowing them to produce excellent
wines with opulence in youth and the potential for greatness in bottle.
The devil is in the detail for the 2017 vintage and our job from our tastings in
situ at the start of April and in assesing the critical analysis and historical investment data since has been to put together a stable of wines which we feel
offer clients good investment potential en primeur and beyond. This report
will assess the vintage and propose our top wines to look at securing.
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VINTAGE REPORT

VINTAGE REPORT
FIGHTING BACK THE FROST

Left: the harvest at Angélus, one of the stars of the vintage.
Right: burners set alight in Clos l’Eglise on the night the frost struck with l’eglise de Pomerol in the background © Johan Berglund 2018

Once every few years, a vintage comes along
which can only be described as heterogeneous, with wines at both ends of the quality
scale produced across the patchwork of Bordeaux appellations. The cause of this heterogeneity in 2017 were the frosts that befell the
region over two nights in April and whilst inevitably lower lying chateaux were hit, some
badly, the stellar investment-grade stables
were all blissfully unaffected, leaving us with
a vintage where frost may be the headline,
but the real story is a surprising level of quality, on both sides of the Gironde, in the wines
produced. General consensus is that as a vintage Bordeaux 2017 will rate either alongside
or higher than the very good 2014 vintage but
will not ultimately meet the dizzying heights
of 2015 or 2016, however as is often the case
there could be pockets of exceptional quality
and hopefully value in amongst the fine wines
that we consider to be investment grade.
On the 22 & 29 April in 2017, Bordeaux experienced some of the worst frosts since
1991, heavily damaging lower-lying vineyards. Whilst the headline is shocking, it is at
this point where some context need be applied. The overwhelming majority of invest4

ment-grade sites were unharmed. Indeed
certain communes on the Left Bank like Pauillac, St. Julien and St. Estephe were virtually
untouched. On the right bank, the older and
more prestigious estates higher on the plateau
were equally unharmed. Rather than being a
disaster, there was something miraculously
deferential about the way the frost didn’t affect the Lafites, Petruses and Mouton Rothschilds, when in reality these older sites are
situated on the best sites in the region, largely
protected from all that frosts might throw at it.
It was naturally the case that for every vineyard spared the frost’s grip there was a vineyard harmed or, in the desperately sad case
of Château Angludet, its 2017 crop killed off
entirely. So, whilst volumes are down some
40% on 2016, the news from our tastings in
Bordeaux of the investment-grade châteaux
we deal with is that there are many excellent
quality wines this year.
Following on from two very hot and dry years,
2017 began with water reserves at a low ebb
and the driest January for 25 years, all leading
towards an early growing season and an average bud-break of 23 March - the key building
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blocks for a great vintage were therefore good.
By mid-April, shoots were long in length
and everything in the vineyard was ahead of
schedule. All looked rosy until the frost hit.
The first frost hit on 20 April and was followed
by a more devastating attack over three consecutive nights from 29 April onwards. Vineyard hands, winemakers, family members,
friends, anyone to hand really, raced to action
to try and offset the danger, but in many cases the damage had already been done. The
frost that encased the nascient buds acted as
a magnifying glass through which the sun’s
rays scorched and burned them, leaving vast
swathes of charred, grey vines.
Whilst at this point things sound absolutely
dire, and they were for the smaller châteaux
without the budgets for wind turbines or even
helicopters to whip up the air and prevent
frost, it is now important to understand (as I
have already alluded to) that the warming influence of the Gironde helped to shield the
prime estates on the Left Bank in the same way
that being higher on the plateau in St Emilion
saved the renowned Right Bank properties.
All of the wines that we have selected to offer
from this vintage were in no way affected by
the frosts: either the vineyards in question
escaped frost damage completely or small
frosted parcels were discarded and did not
contribute to the final wine. So I hope you
will forgive me now if I don’t mention the ‘F
word’ again in this report!
The vines that remained experienced a hot
May and an even-hotter June (the third hottest since 1959) followed by a deluge and a
slightly cooler July with some vines undergoing water stress around this time. A cooler
August left an indelible mark on the profile of
the 2017s, locking in the acidity and freshness
which so impressed during en primeur week,
but stunting the development of high sugar
levels which would have tipped the vintage
into the ‘great’ column. Hopes for an Indian
summer in September to give the fruit one
last burst of heat to encourage sugar ripeness
were left unfulfilled as drizzly conditions prevailed, so Merlot was picked early in September, a decision influenced by the rain amid
fears of dilution. In fact, on the Left Bank Mer-

lot was used sparingly, with most châteaux
plumping for the more fully ripened Cabernet Sauvignon to make up the overwhelming majority of their blend: Lafite Rothschild’s
grand vin features 96% of Cabernet and only
3.5% of Merlot, for example. Vineyard management, bravura and a little luck came in to
play as growers decided when to harvest their
parcels of Cabernet to avoid dilution by rainfall. The 2017 harvest was earlier than average
and is manifest in the freshness of the wines.
In the winery the consultants, winemakers
and growers had a huge impact on how well
their wine turned out - moreso than in the
truly great years of 2015 & 2016. Francis Anson of Vin des Crus told me that in his view,
winemakers who fundamentally changed the
makeup of their wine to adjust for the climatic conditions of 2017 ended up falling a little
flat on their face. Those who stuck to their
principles and played the hand they were
dealt, albeit using every modern technique
and process avaialble to them, produced
very good and even excellent wines. Gentle
pressing in the winery and less invasive techniques during fermentation made for wines
with remarkably soft and approachable tanins
at around 13% alcohol. By virtue of the cooler August and September the 2017s are not
alcohol and tannic blockbusters but opulent
and beguiling delicacies that, in many cases,
speak wonderfully for their terroirs.
A note on our selections
We spent four days in Bordeaux at the start
of April, tasting around 75% of the cru classé
wines, sometimes more than once or twice.
After returning and comparing our notes to
reach a critical consensus, we analysed the
reports of six top critics as well as past investment data for each wine to arrive at a list of
around twenty wines we feel merit your attention and stand as good investment options. As
these wines are released we will judge if their
release price enhances or negates their cause.
For example, in 2016 Pontet Canet (until then
a perrenial favourite) produced an excellent
wine but it was released at too high a price to
justify our offering it to Noble Rot customers
as a viable investment option.
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Dominic Brennan, May 2018
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CRITIC’S CORNER

deliver investment value year upon year, we
arrive at the following list of key wines:

FINDING DIAMONDS IN THE ROUGH

SEEKING CRITICAL
CONSENSUS
Following Robert Parker’s retirement from
rating Bordeaux en primeur, it was generally
accepted that Neal Martin, his direct replacement at The Wine Advocate, would become
the industry bellweather. Indeed, this was
borne out by the reaction to his en primeur
and in-bottle scores by the market, particularly last year following the release of the 2016
vintage. At Noble Rot we have consistently
followed The Wine Advocate whether Parker
or Martin was in charge of the ratings.
Neal Martin has now moved to Vinous which
is run by Antonio Galloni and there are murmurs of a critical vacuum, with either Lisa
Perrotti-Brown, Martin’s replacement at The
Wine Advocate, or James Suckling maybe
filling the void. However, the majority (indeed 77% of UK merchants) of the trade, us
included, will continue to look to Neal Martin
as the critical canary down the mine. It is his
scores which continue to set, or move, the

market and so it is his ratings that we look to
most keenly.
In addition, we also feel that The Wine Advocate still has gravitas in the industry and the
ability to influence opinon under Lisa Perrotti-Brown’s stewardship of the Bordeaux desk.
We managed to grab a word with Lisa whilst
tasting at Mouton Rothschild and she is singluar in her mission to assess this vintage
and future vintages with clarity, honesty and
integrity. For the purpose of this report we
will display the Wine Advocate score in red
and Neal Martin’s Vinous score in blue.
Our search to clarify the top wines of the
vintage saw us cross-reference the top echelon of scores from six critics: Neal Martin
(weighting will favour his ratings), Antonio
Galloni (also at Vinous but with a separate report to, and not influenced by, Neal Martin),
Lisa Perrotti-Brown, James Suckling, Jancis
Robinson and Jane
Anson (who writes for
Decanter).

Angélus
Ausone
Beychevelle
Canon
Carruades de Lafite
Cheval Blanc
Cos d’Estournel
d’Armailhac
Ducru Beaucaillou
Eglise Clinet
Figeac
Grand Puy Lacoste
Haut Brion
La Mission Haut Brion
Lafite Rothschild
Léoville Barton
Léoville Las Cases
Léoville Poyferré
Lynch Bages
Margaux
Montrose
Mouton Rothschild
Palmer
Pavie
Petit Mouton
Pontet Canet
Vieux Château Certan

On the following pages of this report we preview a selection of the key wines to the left,
with a mix of critical opinion, our own views
from tasting the wines and market value data
from previous vintages. A comprehensive list
of all of the top critics’ scores is available on
our website.
Far left - The vines at Angélus; below - the famous courtyard &
bell at the estate; bottom left - the grand tasting room; bottom
right - tasting Angélus 2017, one of the stars of the vintage

The results of our
process demonstrate
a definitive critical
consensus of what
the top wines of the
vintage are. Once we
apply our own investment criteria (production levels, liquidity & performance of
similar vintages on
Liv-ex, the Fine Wine
exchange) and add
in lower-rated wines
which we know6
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Lafite Rothschild
A Left Bank star in 2017 with a proven
investment track record

NEAL
MARTIN
Vinous

9597

LISA
PERROTTIBROWN

Wine Advocate

9799

The youngest of the First Growths delivers
an excellent wine, yet again

Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

2013

90

£4,849

2013

92

£3,650

2014

95

£4,900

2014

95

£3,762

2015

95

£5,300

2015

98

£4,758

2016

96-98

£5,774

2016

98-100

£5,071

Critics’ notes

NEAL
MARTIN
Vinous

9496

LISA
PERROTTIBROWN

Wine Advocate

9799

Critics’ notes

“Patience discloses a really quite sublime array of aromas. The
palate is where all the action is: filigree tannin, very well judged
acidity, harmonious and poised with a silky smooth finish that
glides across the mouth. It does not possess enormous length
but it is very precise and, for want of a better, less clichéd word,
classic from start to finish.” Neal Martin

“Dare I say that it actually reminds me of Latour in style? The
palate is medium-bodied, finely tuned and precise, a more
masculine Mouton-Rothschild compared to the last three vintages, fresh with a sustained, lightly spiced finish that lingers in
the mouth. That backbone is accentuated more during my second visit in mid-April. It is a cliché but this Mouton-Rothschild
is unashamedly “classic” in style.” Neal Martin

“POW—the paradoxically ethereal, medium-bodied palate hits
you with vibrant, exhilarating black fruit and previously latent
floral layers, supported with fantastic freshness and super finegrained, pixelated tannins, finishing with persistent mineral
and perfumed layers. Truly. Stunning.” Lisa Perrotti-Brown
Tasting the Lafite Rothschild stablemates during
en primeur week

The Noble Rot View

“Medium-bodied, wonderfully delicate yet intense in the mouth
(gaining some richness in the mid-palate on my second taste
two and a half weeks later), it has super fine-grained, smooth
tannins and incredible freshness, finishing very long with tons
of tightly wound layers. Wow. This vintage is going to be very
long-lived in the cellar!.” Lisa Perrotti-Brown

The Noble Rot View
Lafite Rothschild is a firm
investment favourite with
us for several reasons, not
least the insatiable global demand for this First
Growth, particularly from
the Far East where Lafite
has become the poster boy
for Bordeaux Fine Wine.
Upon tasting at Lafite’s spacious tasting room, we all
agreed that this was a majestic Lafite, more delicate
and classic than in recent
vintages.

Upon tasting I wrote, “Fresh
fruit, lively acidity and
pleasing tannins make for
a uniquely elegant, floral and fresh Lafite. A graphite & mineral seam makes for a finish that is both laser-like and persistent: 96-98+” All of the top critics consistently declared Lafite their top wine of the
First Growths, released en primeur, and that along with its continued appreciation in value across a
range of vintages once released in bottle to the physical market makes this a must-have yet again (release price dependent, of course). Potentially scored higher than the 2015, indeed chief winemaker Eric
Kohler said, “For us, I believe 2017 was even better than 2015”, we hope now that the château price at a
discount to 2016 to make it viable.

8

Mouton Rothschild
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This Mouton was one of the
clear standout wines for us
all at Noble Rot during the
Bordeaux tastings. We actually bumped into Lisa Perrotti-Brown in the tasting room
but whilst she agreed this
was an excellent wine (as
the near perfect 97-99 score
attests) she was tight-lipped
about saying any more.
Well, allow me - this is a serious wine for which I wrote,
“Opulent aromas of fresh
berry compote, light oak and
outstanding in the mouth
with vitality, fresh- ness,
smooth integrated tanins,
some spice, oodles of structure and tons of backbone, all belied by youthful grace. This is a monster of
a wine, a ballet-dancing sumo-wrestler, if you will - Delicious! 98-99+”
As an investment this is another wine not to miss out on this year, if indeed the price is right. It’s performance metrics from barrel to bottle are impressive, the 2013, 2014 & 2015 wines increasing in value
by an av- erage of 28.2% in the two years from en primeur to physical release. There is plenty of value
to be had here if the château are sensible with their pricing - this is a superb allocation wine to have.
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Haut Brion
One of the Noble Rot stars of the vintage
and an emerging investment stalwart

NEAL
MARTIN
Vinous

9496

LISA
PERROTTIBROWN

Wine Advocate

9597

La Mission Haut Brion
A Château no longer left in its First Growth
neighbour’s shadow - a top offering in 2017

Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

2013

92

£3,219

2013

91

£1,320

2014

96

£3,250

2014

95

£1,675

2015

100

£5,123

2015

98

£3,525

2016

97-99

£4,865

2016

98-100

£3,832

Critics’ notes

NEAL
MARTIN
Vinous

9395

LISA
PERROTTIBROWN

Wine Advocate

9597

Critics’ notes

“It has a more generous bouquet than the La Mission Haut-Brion at this point: black cherries, blueberry, a little confit fruit, hints of warm gravel and
clove. It is much more restrained than the previHaut Brion looking resplendent in the sunshine
ous vintages – cooler and linear. The palate is medium-bodied with firm tannin, nicely structured with more
grip in the mouth than the La Mission...
...What it has in common with the aforementioned is a sense
of symmetry. It feels very persistent with a light marine/
oyster shell influence on the finish. This probably has the
edge over the La Mission Haut-Brion at the moment, but
intra-family competitiveness aside, it boils down to a great
follow-up to the brilliant 2015 and 2016..” Neal Martin

“This La Mission Haut-Brion is built around a wonderful structure and symmetry. It feels precise with
a detailed, saline finish that lingers in the mouth. I
can see Jean-Philippe Delmas’s comparison with
the 2001 though I find the tannins finer in the 2017.
Superb.” Neal Martin
The courtyard of La Mission Haut Brion during our visit in April
“Very deep garnet-purple in color and scented of
crushed blackcurrants, blackberries and chocolate-covered cherries with suggestions of cigar box, bay leaves, Indian spices and dusty soil. Medium
to full-bodied with very firm, grainy tannins and a racy backbone supporting the taut, muscular fruit,
it has bags of mineral and earthy suggestions layering the very long finish”. Lisa Perrotti-Brown

The Noble Rot View

The Noble Rot View

When we visited Bordeaux
in April for en primeur week,
the murmur amongst all the
British brokers we bumped
into as we criss-crossed
the region was, ‘have you
tried La Mission yet? It’s one
of the stars of the vintage’.
Upon tasting we could see
why people were lavishing praise upon a château,
which sits remarkably close
to the centre of Bordeaux:
so close in fact that the ambient temperature can be
around three degrees higher than surrounding vineyards: no danger of frost
here then!

Haut Brion continues to
fulfill all of the criteria for
an investment-grade wine,
consistently being awarded perfect or nearly perfect
scores by the top critics,
enjoying good liquidity on
the market and constant
demand.
This was one of our top
wines of the vintage, a fantastic offering on which I
noted, “Wow, wonderful on
so many levels. Delicious
with a rich vein of minerality coarsing through
it, whilst tingling acidity
leaves a stunningly clean
and refreshing finish. There
is superb structure to this wine with excellent balance between vivacious fruit and a big, bold tannic
backbone. This will age very well indeed: 98-100.”

I wrote, “this has a delicately perfumed nose, with lots of freshness and minerality. There is lots of black
fruit thorughout with tannins that leave a little grip without being abrasive. Good structure and good
tension here - this could be a blockbuster with age: 97-99”.

Over the past two years the 100-point 2009 & 2010 ‘heavenly twin’ Haut Brions have appreciated in value by 22% & 17% respectively, indicating the strength of this wine once it is traded on the physical market. Indeed, the recent vintages of 2013 & 2014 have appreciated by 34% & 37% over the past two years ,
both vintages being rated similarly to or lower than the 2017 offering. Great investment potential here.

The release price of the 2017 will be key to identifying whether La Mission will provide investment
value this vintage. What isn’t in doubt is that this wine tends to see at least a 10% uplift in value when
bottled two years after release in barrel - so this may well be a wine to grab a case of, if fairly priced.
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Margaux
A First Growth whose recently bottled 2015
offering has appreciated by 124%

9395

NEAL
MARTIN
Vinous

LISA
PERROTTIBROWN

Wine Advocate

9698

Cos d’Estournel
Awarded the top possible score by The
Wine Advocate for the second year running

Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

2013

91

£3,552

2013

91

£870

2014

95

£3,644

2014

94

£980

2015

99

£12,500

2015

94

£1,272

2016

97-99

£5,184

2016

98-100

£1,442

Critics’ notes

NEAL
MARTIN
Vinous

9496

LISA
PERROTTIBROWN

Wine Advocate

97100

Critics’ notes

“There is a fine build to this Château Margaux, commencing
almost understated but finishing with an insistent grip and a
long, quite spicy aftertaste. It’s not the bewitching 2015 however, it purrs like a Rolls Royce and will age with panache.” Neal
Martin
“Château Margaux charges from the gate with opulent kirsch,
raspberry preserves, wild blueberries and cassis notions accented by roses, violets, Chinese five spice and fragrant earth
with touches of underbrush and truffles. Medium-bodied, it
fills the mouth with vibrant, ripe red and blue fruits, layering in
perfume and spice nuances. It’s framed by very finely grained
and plush yet firm tannins and great tension, finishing with
epic length.” Lisa Perrotti-Brown

“The palate is very well balanced with filigree tannin, rendering
this one of the most approachable barrel samples from the estate in recent years. The coolness of the latter part of the season defines this Saint-Estèphe more than the precocity of June:
streamlined, cool and linear with a velvety finish that feels sleek,
to the point of being understated, though that belies its length
and focus. This is simply a very classy wine in the making and typical of the more recent sophisticated
style pursued by the property in recent years.” Neal Martin

The famous frontage of Château Margaux
during our visit

The Noble Rot View

The palate is medium-bodied with very firm yet wonderfully ripe, “sweet”, fine-grained tannins at just
13% alcohol—something of a miracle in our modern times. The palate sports fantastic freshness and
tons of energy emitted from the intensely perfumed black fruit layers, finishing on an epically long-lingering mineral note. Truly profound.” Lisa Perrotti-Brown

The Noble Rot View
Cos d’Estournel was one of
the most highly rated wines
of the 2016 vintage, being
awarded 98-100 points by
The Wine Advocate a score
it has achieved again this
year in much trickier conditions.

Margaux were slightly affected by the frost by virtue
of being that little bit further
inland from the river’s warming influence, with 8 hectares
damaged and 10% of production lost. Tannins were pleasingly grippy, there was a lovely minerality to the wine and
a clean streak of fresh blackcurrant throughout with its
89% of Cabernet Sauvignon.
While the wine was slightly
closed on the day we tasted
it, there is excellent structure
and tension lurking here and
it could develop handsomely
when it is bottled.

One thing is for sure, this
is a château that is going
places and the market is responding in kind. In the two
years sine bottling, the 2013
& 2014 vintages of this wine
have appreciated by an average of 17.5%.

It is worth pointing out that
this was one of only four wines that featured in the top scoring bands for all six of the critics whose
scores we analysed, which leads us to suggest that this will be a wine in huge demand once released.
The graph above demonstrates the incredible jump in value of the 2015 vintage which was arguably
the top wine that year and was released in a special bottle the commemorate the passing of Margaux’s
head winemaker in 2016. What this hides is that growth on the other vintages sampled in the graph has
also be very good. We think that if priced appropriately then this will be one of the wines of the vintage
to offer most investment potential, so it is certainly one to have near the top of your wishlist.

The 2017 Cos d’Estournel
was unanimously one of
the top wines of the vintage amongst critics, with Neal Martin commenting “The coolness of the latter
part of the season defines this Saint-Estèphe more than the precocity of June: streamlined, cool and
linear with a velvety finish that feels sleek, to the point of being understated, though that belies its length
and focus. This is simply a very classy wine in the making and typical of the more recent sophisticated
style pursued by the property in recent years.” We have no hesitation in recommending that clients
snap up what small allocation we are able to secure this year: priced keenly it certainly has the potential
to deliver well for investors.
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Pavie
Another excellent wine from Château Pavie
in 2017 after a blockbuster 2016

NEAL
MARTIN
Vinous

9395

LISA
PERROTTIBROWN

Wine Advocate

9799

Angelus
Elevation on the St Emilion plateau helped
Angelus avoid frost and deliver a top wine

Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

2013

91

£1,880

2013

90-93

£2,253

2014

95

£2,118

2014

93

£2,338

2015

96

£2,881

2015

96

£2,889

2016

98-100

£3,256

2016

96-98

£3,317

Critics’ notes

NEAL
MARTIN
Vinous

LISA
PERROTTIBROWN

Wine Advocate

9496

Critics’ notes

“Grippy and assertive, a more masculine Saint-Émilion compared to its peers, quite saline towards the
finish. It is a Pavie for long-term ageing. Patience
required.” Neal Martin
One of the more glamorous Left Bank estates,
“The 2017 Pavie has a profound nose of crushed blackcurrants, Pavie has produced critically-acclaimed wines
warm black plums and black forest cake with nuances of licorice, in the great years and wines which outperform
espresso, Chinese five spice and violets plus wafts of smoked
the market in others
meats and garrigue. Full-bodied, rich, firm, velvety and packed
solid with black and blue fruit layers accented by sparks of exotic spices and floral scents, it finishes very
long and incredibly layered. This is a very unique expression of this vintage.” Lisa Perrotti-Brown
“The 2017 finishes with real density and power to round things out. I can’t wait to see how the 2017 develops over the next year. .” Antonio Galloni

The Noble Rot View

“The 2017 Angélus has a crisp, direct and very
pure bouquet that is almost Burgundy-like in
style. Crushed blackberry, hints of cassis, just a
suggestion of bell pepper emanating from the Cabernet Franc and a faint estuarine scent all come
through...

Being led through a tasting of the Grand Vin by proprieters,
...The palate is medium-bodied with fine tannin, but Stéphanie de Boüard-Rivoal and her father, Thierry Grenié
quite firm in the mouth. There is a marine-influence de Boüard - who kindly provided invaluable insight into the
to this Saint-Émilion with a chalky, lightly spiced
vintage and their work in the winery.
and, relative to 2015 and 2016, quite conservative
and linear style. It feels very saline on the finish, perhaps more than I have encountered in recent years.
It foregoes the roundness of recent vintages, perchance an Angélus that will be best shown on the dinner table instead of on its own. That’s not a bad thing. Excellent.” Neal Martin

The Noble Rot View
Château Angelus 2017, made
up of 70% Merlot and 30%
Cabernet Franc, was one of
the most remarkable wines
of our tastings in Bordeaux.
We were all blown away by a
Grand Vin that had a beautifully seductive nose full of
opulent fresh fruit aromas
- when you are intoxicated
by a wine’s fragrance before
you have had a chance to
drink it, you know you are in
for a treat!

There was an unusually
large contingent of Cabernet Sauvignon in this year’s
Pavie which has weight
and depth, black fruits and
tobacco on the nose and a
hint of spice on the palate.
Critically speaking, this
was one of the few wines
to achieve a 97-99 point
rating from The Wine Advocate, something which
in the past has had a direct
and positive impact upon
it’s score.
Looking further back past
the graph to the left into
vintages which have been
in bottle for three years or more (2010, 2011, 2012) the results are impressive for this Right Bank gem,
with average appreciation over the last five years of 47%. Looking at the more recent term, the past six
physical vintages of Pavie have appreciated by an average of 7.6% in the past year, tied perhaps to a
slower market at the end of 2017 and start of this year but demonstrating, in the case of the recently
bottled 2015 vintage, that Pavie can appreciate in value by 15% when released in bottle. A modest drop
on the 2016 release price would make Pave 2017 an appealing option for investors in the medium to
long term.
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On the palate I wrote, “Stunning fresh fruit flavours,
damson, black cherry, cinamon and light pepper spice
but with clear delineation
between terroir-driven minerality and vibrant acidity. Chaos? What Chaos?! 98-100.”
In fallow years Angelus has delivered returns upon investment to those willing to secure it - with the
2013 & 2014 vintages appreciating by an average of 29% across the past two years. This vintage was
liked by the majority of the main critics and we expect, if keenly priced, this to be an attractive investment option, certainly in the medium term, post-bottling.

www.finewineinvestment.com
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Canon
In our view, the wine of the vintage - following on from the superb 2015 & 2016 vins

NEAL
MARTIN
Vinous

9294

LISA
PERROTTIBROWN

Wine Advocate

9496

Lynch Bages
This firm investment favourite could provide handsome returns - if the price is right

Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

2013

89

£460

2013

87

£750

2014

94

£640

2014

92

£810

2015

100

£2,150

2015

94

£980

2016

97-99

£1,450

2016

97-99

£1,162

Critics’ notes

9193

ANTONIO
GALLONI

Vinous

9295

Critics’ notes

“The deep purple-black colored 2017 Canon offers-up intense
notes of crushed blackberries, black cherries and warm cassis
with touches of fertile loam, yeast extract, beef drippings and
iron ore plus a waft of garrigue. Medium to full-bodied with
great freshness and firm, rounded tannins, it’s very earthy in the
mouth, finishing long and mineral-laced. A very serious wine,
it is also fun, bright and vivacious and should age impressively.”
Lisa Perrotti-Brown
“I like the manner in which the limestone shines through the
wine here, something noticeable in recent vintages. Whilst not
the sensational 2015 or 2016, it is a damn fine Saint-Émilion that
will settle at the top of my banded score.” Neal Martin

Outside Canon (above)
and tasting
one of the
wines of the
vintage, in our
opinion (right)

The Noble Rot View

“It offers good intensity on the nose, not as precise
or as mineral-driven as the 2016 last year, with
cedar and pencil shaving infusing the black fruit.
The palate is medium-bodied with supple tannin,
very refined, a touch of white pepper and cedar with
impressive depth on the finish. This will be an approachable Lynch Bages, probably pre-destined to
be overshadowed by the magnificent (if nascent)
2016 but it will certainly give 20 to 25 years of drinking pleasure” Neal Martin

Year upon year Lynch Bages offers fantastic returns
for investors. Following the highest ever rated Lynch
in 2016 was always going to be tough, but priced
correctly the 2017 should deliver for investors

“The 2017 Lynch-Bages is a wine of impeccable balance and class. Deep, fleshy and inviting, the 2017
should be ready to deliver pleasure with minimal cellaring. All of the Lynch-Bages signatures come
through in a very pretty, deceptively medium-bodied wine loaded with personality” Antonio Galloni

The Noble Rot View

For the past three years Canon haven’t carried out any
selection of grapes in the
winery, which speaks volumes for the confidence
they have in their fruit and
processes since they took
over what was a château in
fairly bad shape some twenty years ago. Canon managed the same yields as
last year and suffered zero
frost damage, thanks to the
south-facing slopes which
protected the vines from the
frosty winds. I have to disagree with Neal Martin because we were all bowled
over by this wine: an opulent
nose with a big hit of minerality and the palate was
extraordinary. The freshest of the 2017s with delicious ripe fruit, fantastic acidity and a persistent finish that
echoes the opulent freshness of the nose alongside mouth-cleansing, terroir-driven minerality.
Canon really have hit the jackpot here with a wine that has everything: backbone, structure, freshness,
finesse, acidity and an entrancing, long finish. For me this is the one of the top three wines of the vintage
and Canon agree, insisting that for them this completes a triptych of excellent vintages: 2015, 2016, and
now 2017. For investors this wine consistently delivers returns, with the last three vintages appreciating by
16% on average in the past year. This is a 2017 not to miss out on - we will try to secure as much as we can.
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We tasted Lynch Bages 2017
at the Union des Grands
Crus de Bordeaux tasting on
the first day of en primeur
week. I wrote, “a clean and
fresh mineral nose with
sweet black fruit. On the palate the initial impact of the
wine is light and smooth but
it’s structure and finesse begins to show as a graphite
streak comes to the fore, as
well as lively acidity, zingy
fruit and a backbone of minerality and pencil shavings
that will see the wine drink
well in the short term but
also age well: 95-97”.
As an investment asset,
Lynch Bages has earned its stripes year after year, outperforming the market and its peers. In the past
six months alone, the past four vintages appreciated by 6.5%. Over the past two years the 2013 and 2014
vintages have appreciated by 38% and 35% respectively.
Lynch Bages’ pricing tends to be competitive and assuming that the 2017 is priced appropriately, we
would suggest that it is a wine which everyone should aim to have a case of.

www.finewineinvestment.com
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Leoville Las Cases
One of the top critically-acclaimed wines
of the vintage: another St. Julien success.

NEAL
MARTIN
Vinous

9395

LISA
PERROTTIBROWN

Wine Advocate

9698

Montrose
This Super Second was acclaimed in 2017,
following on from their great 2016
Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

2013

90

£620

2014

96

£992

£1,450

2015

94

£1,077

£2,007

2016

97-99

£1,416

Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

2013

92

£1,020

2014

96

£1,189

2015

96

2016

98-100

The famous
archway of
Léoville Las
Cases in Saint
Julien

Critics’ notes

NEAL
MARTIN
Vinous

9496

LISA
PERROTTIBROWN

Wine Advocate

9699

Critics’ notes

“[This] simply sings of crushed blackcurrants, wild blueberries and
plum preserves with notions of wood smoke, cigar boxes, crushed
rocks and beef drippings. Medium-bodied with wonderful intensity and vivacity, it gives a firm, fine-grained frame and a densely packed mid-palate,
finishing long and earthy. This should age incredibly!.” Lisa Perrotti-Brown

“Medium-bodied with a rock-solid frame and an exquisitely ripe,
very fine-grained texture, it has wonderful freshness with electric energy and a very long, minerally finish. Possessing great
poise and intensity, this is one of the greatest Montrose’s I have
tasted!” Lisa Perrotti-Brown

“It has a very clean and precise bouquet with blackberry, just a touch of blueberry, violet and a hint of bay leaf. This gains intensity with aeration but it is
not as detailed as last year’s 2016. The palate is medium-bodied with more
supple tannins than usual (that word is apt – there is nothing “soft” about this
Saint-Julien). It has great depth with layers of black fruit laced with graphite
and a pinch of white pepper, whilst it delivers fine salinity on the sappy finish.
Excellent..” Neal Martin

“The palate is medium-bodied with edgy tannin and it feels a
little chalky in the mouth, yet also tensile and certainly extremely
focused. There is already a palpable sense of energy in situ, well
structured and vivid, though not as complex or as nuanced as
the 2016 Montrose on the finish since the growing season forbade that. I appreciate the pastille-like purity on the aftertaste and the potent tang of cracked black pepper and graphite that hang around for 45 seconds after the wine has departed. It is a fine, very classic
Montrose and I suspect more approachable than those of yesteryear. Neal Martin

The Noble Rot View

The Noble Rot View
Léoville Las Cases was a favourite of many of the top
critics with James Suckling
calling it “Serious for the
vintage” whilst Jane Anson
for Decanter praised the
wines “stunning aromatics”
and noted “One of the very
few wines in this vintage
that truly stains the glass
with its wonderfully vibrant
anthocyanins. This is an
exceptional wine - Léoville
just knows how to knock it
out of the park again and
again.”

As an investment, Léoville
Las Cases can deliver if it
hits certain criteria, with
critical rating and release pricing heavily affecting the market’s appetite for this wine. However, when it
ticks those boxes, the signs we get from older vintages is that Las Cases is a consistent performer, with
the past five physical vintages appreciating by an impressive 28% over the past two years. The 2015 and
2016 wines were highly rated but release pricing was unusually high and so market appetite has been
cool. If the château price their 2017 offering attractively then there is a very good chance that this is a
wine that can deliver consistent returns for investors. The ball is in the estate’s court...
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Tasted at the 2014-2017 vertical tasting in London at the
start of May, the 2017 Montrose is a beautifully chiselled
wine. I noted “this has wonderful juicy black fruit, stunning minerality and structure
and a vein of graphite. This is
a super wine and one of the
best of the vintage 96-98”.
Château Montrose has proven itself a reliable and consistent asset to Fine Wine
portfolios. In fact, over the
past twelve months the six
most recent physical vintages have appreciated by
an average of 6%, in spite of
a slow market around Q4 of
2017 and Q1 of this year. Over the past two years, average growth has been an impressive 24%, outperforming the Fine Wine index.
In terms of the 2017, we can use the similarly rated vintage of 2014 as a barometer for how this year’s
release might perform. Priced closely to the 2014, which has appreciated by 17% in the past two years,
the 2017 could offer investors an enticing prospect and so we will await the Montrose release with baited breath. One thing is for sure - this is a superb wine.

www.finewineinvestment.com
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Ausone
One of the finest wines of the 2017 vintage
- greeted by unanimous critical acclaim

NEAL
MARTIN
Vinous

9496

LISA
PERROTTIBROWN

Wine Advocate

9799

Beychevelle
A firm favourite with the English and Chinese markets which delivers for investors

Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

2013

93-95

£3,759

2013

88

£848

2014

95

£5,200

2014

92

£774

2015

96

£8,360

2015

94

£785

2016

98-100

£7,764

2016

96-98

£820

Critics’ notes

NEAL
MARTIN
Vinous

LISA
PERROTTIBROWN

Wine Advocate

9092

Critics’ notes

One of only four
“The flagship wine here is blow-you-away extraordinary. “I think now we are making
wines that have the ability to drink now and also age,” Pauline Vauthier told me. “I think
châteaux to be
the technique of the winemaking has changed. We are becoming lighter with extrac- awarded the status
tion. Now it is about maceration...like a tea bag,” she smiled. With absolutely no frost
of Premier Grand
damage to the 2017 crop at Château Ausone this year, Alain and his daughter Pauline
Cru Classé (A),
have nailed the expression of the 2017 vintage, revealing the disarming beauty of this Ausone has followed
year with layers of perfume and wonderfully “sweet,” super-ripe tannins, plus the arup its 2016 triumph
resting intensity that the best examples possess. Bravo/brava!.” Lisa Perrotti-Brown
with another
excellent wine in
“The palate is medium-bodied with cashmere tannin and a fine line of acidity. It is
2017
very harmonious and already quite seductive. I admire the depth of this Ausone, the
sensuality that is conveyed towards the sustained, glycerin-tinged, peacock’s tail finish that lingers for more than 45 seconds. What a great Ausone this is destined to be.”
Neal Martin

The Noble Rot View

“The 2017 Beychevelle is absolutely gorgeous. Creamy and beautifully layered on the palate, Beychevelle exudes exotic richness in its
ripe red/purplish berry fruit. Even though the 2017 is rather flamboyant in style, it retains quite a bit of brightness to play off its more extroverted leanings. Beychevelle was impressive on the several times
I tasted it.” Antonio Galloni
“The palate is medium-bodied with sweet black cherry and boysenberry fruit, and plenty of crushed violet: ripe and succulent; a sweet Beychevelle is a perennial favourite with
core of blue and black fruit here. I would just like to see a little more the English market too, as well as being
restraint come through in bottle while I noticed greater precision de- followed by the Chinese, due of all things
veloping during the 30 minutes the sample spent in my glass.” Neal
to the dragon on the bowsprit!
Martin

The Noble Rot View
Tasting Beychevelle 2017
in Bordeaux I noted: “Good
spice and length to this wine.
Tannins are very well integrated and smooth on the
finish. There is blackberry,
cassis, a hint of flint or smoke
alongside a super streak of
minerality which outlasts
zingy acidity on the finish.
Good structure: 91-93”.

What is without doubt
when we surveyed the critical ratings for the 2017 Ausone is that critics are falling
over themselves to acclaim
the wine. Even Neal Martin,
who has been temperate
in his praise of most wines
from this trickier vintage,
uses the word ‘great’ when
describing this Ausone and
where it might end up.
For investors Ausone has
appreciated handsomely in
the immiedate aftermath of
being released in barrel in
five of the past six vintages
(2015 +36%, 2014 +74%, 2013
+19%, 2012 -10%, 2011 +29%
and 2010 +23%). This is a desirable asset for many investors and experiences a sharp inverse supply
curve as only 2,000 cases are produced each year. Despite a hefty initial outlay, this is a wine that consistently delivers returns in the short and long term and as this is one of the wines of the vintage, we
shall be reccomending it to our clients, release price dependent, of course.
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As an asset, Beychevelle’s
investment credentials are
not in question. The graph
to the left demonstrates the
consistent upward trend for
a wine which is priced at the
lower end of the market. Average appreciation of over
11% in the past six months alone, as well as average growth in the past two years of 77% demonstrate
why this is a firm investment favourite with Noble Rot and our clients.
We anticipate that the château will release the wine at between a five and ten percent discount on last
year’s release. Towards the top end of that bracket, or beyond, and Beychevelle’s case will only be further enhanced. We reccommend all clients take a case or two of this wine.

www.finewineinvestment.com
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Carruades de Lafite
An investment superstar that delivers
returns regardless of the conditions

8991

NEAL
MARTIN
Vinous

LISA
PERROTTIBROWN

Wine Advocate

9092

Petit Mouton
The second wine of Mouton Rothschild
that delivers top returns, year upon year

Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

Vintage

The Wine Advocate
Score

Current Market
Price (Liv-ex)

2013

77-79

£2,650

2013

89

£2,120

2014

88

£2,640

2014

92

£2,128

2015

91

£2,668

2015

92

£2,100

2016

89-91

£2,400

2016

92-94

£2,000

Critics’ notes

Vinous

LISA
PERROTTIBROWN

Wine Advocate

8991

Critics’ notes

“The medium to deep garnet-purple colored 2017 Carruades de
Lafite is composed of 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 35% Merlot and 5%
Cabernet Franc and opens with expressive notes of espresso and
dark chocolate over a core of cassis, wood smoke and tilled soil
plus touches of truffles and black olives. Medium-bodied, very finegrained and refreshing, it has great poise and a long, savory finish..”
Lisa Perrotti-Brown
“The 2017 Carruades de Lafite has a fine, quite pure bouquet, perhaps showing a little more fruit concentration than the Duhart-Milon at this stage. The palate is medium-bodied with sappy black fruit,
oyster shell and a touch of black pepper. There is not an enormous
depth to this wine, after all it is a deuxième vin, but I appreciate the
precision and the brightness towards the finish. .” Neal Martin

Average Appreciation
of 31% over the past
12 months and 86%
over the past two
years

The Noble Rot View

“The 2017 Le Petit Mouton, blended of 81% Cabernet Sauvignon,
17% Merlot and 2% Cabernet Franc, is very deep purple-black in
color and a touch reduced on the nose (both times it was tasted),
giving way to notions of preserved plums and blackberry preserves with touches of licorice, tar, black soil and truffles. Medium-bodied, elegant and with a firm line of grainy tannins melded with seamless freshness, it has a fairly muscular character at
this stage and a long, earthy finish.” Lisa Perrotti-Brown
“The 2017 Le Petit-Mouton is dense, powerful and luscious.
Even with all of its richness, the Petit Mouton possesses terrific
structural underpinnings that give the wine its shape and overall
persistence” Antonio Galloni

Average Appreciation
of 30% over the past
12 months and 84%
over the past two
years

The Noble Rot View
Carruades de Lafite is the
second wine of Lafite
Rothschild and an anomaly in Fine Wine investment
in that whatever the critical
review, demand outstrips
supply. A critical rating of
89-91 would normally encourage us to move on
politely, and to focus our
attention on other wines
with more headline-grabbing scores. But Carruades
de Lafite is not just any old
wine. As a result of huge
interest from Asia for anything that Chateau Lafite
Rothschild produces, Carruades de Lafite prides itself
as the accessible entry level slice of Lafite that almost
anyone can own.

Investment-wise, the cold hard data doesn’t lie; this is a serious investment-grade wine which continues to deliver remarkable returns for our clients. Average appreciation of 86% in the past two years
across six vintages and an impressive average of 11% across seven recent vintages in the past six months
alone demonstrate that this is gold dust. Demand, as always, will outstrip supply for this super asset.
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As in the case of Carruades
de Lafite, Petit Mouton is a
wine of excellent investment pedigree. Curiously,
it does not fit all of our rigorous criteria for an investment-grade wine and yet
it is driven by an incredibly
keen and loyal following
who wish to own a slice
of Chateau Mouton Rothschild, one of the classified
First Growths of Bordeaux
at a much lower price point
than the Grand Vin.
This is an incredibly attractive asset for investors
as the figures over the past
seven years demonstrate:
84% average appreciation
across five vintages in two
years and a remarkable 17%
across seven vintages in the past six months alone. This is a serious investment-grade wine, and we
encourage all our clients to secure a case or more.

www.finewineinvestment.com
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How En Primeur works with Noble Rot
Our commitment to our clients
As the top cru classé wines are released onto the market, we will rigorously analyse release prices to ensure that they offer clients fair value.
We will benchmark the current crop of wines against similarly rated stablemates
from similar vintages to look for any market trends.
When we offer a wine we commit, as ever, to offering at the lowest prices in the
UK market, as we did last year. Any saving made from lower release prices will
be passed on to our clients.
Wines will be offered via email to all of our clients, with priority given to those
who enjoy existing allocations of popular wines.
All wines are offered in bond and will be shipped to Vine International when
physical in Q1 & Q2 of 2020. Whilst we strongly recommend that all Fine Wines
that are bought for investment remain in bond as this preserves their investment-grade status in the market, clients who do not wish to keep the wine in
bond will be invoiced at that time for duty and VAT payment.
All wines in barrel are insured by Noble Rot and once in bottle are stored in segregated customer accounts and owned in full by our clients, not by Noble Rot.
If you have a particular interest in securing any of the wines highlighted in this
report or indeed any other wines then please do contact us to let us know, via:

dominic@noblerot.org
www.finewineinvestment.com
+44 (0) 207 549 7908
Noble Rot Ltd.
2 Square Rigger Row
Plantation Wharf
London, SW11 3TZ
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